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La Agonía de Don Juan: Exile, Politics and Gender in Unamuno’s El hermano Juan, o el mundo es 
teatro*    
There is critical consensus that Unamuno’s last play, El hermano Juan, o el mundo es 
teatro, revisits some of Unamuno’s most recurrent preoccupations.0F1 For Martin Nosick, Unamuno 
had written a Don Juan who resembled ‘sus otros protagonistas hamletianos—criaturas que tienen 
dudas acerca de su propia existencia’ (1982: 135); for Ricardo Landeira, ’El hermano Juan y sus otros 
dramas de exilio son dramas de conciencia en las que están imbricadas las constantes unamunianas 
que todos conocemos’ (234); Ricardo Gullón argues that El hermano Juan raises ’por enésima vez el 
problema existencial’ (238), and for Roberta Johnson, its protagonist is ‘engaged in the same 
struggle for identity as most of Unamuno’s other characters’ (198). The majority of other critics also 
register the continuity between El hermano Juan and previous works. These continuities should 
certainly not be underestimated, but they should not blind us to significant differences between El 
hermano Juan and Unamuno’s previous dramatic work either.  
El hermano Juan is in some ways notably anomalous when compared with most of his 
previous plays: its denouement involves reconciliation, and harmonious relations between genders, 
in marked contrast to Sombras de sueño, El otro, Soledad, El pasado que vuelve, Raquel encadenada 
and La esfinge, which all end in isolation and failure for the protagonists, or miscommunication and 
estrangement between the genders. El hermano Juan also avoids the circularity of his previous 
drama (La venda, La esfinge, Soledad, Sombras de Sueño, El otro, El pasado que vuelve), whose final 
scenes represent a reversion to the opening dilemma, no progress or change having been made. El 
hermano Juan also involves a positive reckoning with the past, and the possibility of change, in 
notable contrast to plays such as El pasado que vuelve, La esfinge, Sombras de sueño and El otro, 
where the past’s implacable and destructive claims condemn characters’ attempts at development, 
* I gratefully acknowledge the generous assistance of the Leverhulme Trust: an International Network Award 
(Literature and Politics in Pre-War Spain: Miguel de Unamuno) provided funding for a visit to the Casa-Museo de 
Unamuno in Salamanca in order to study the manuscript of the play. 
1 After El hermano Juan, the only theatrical work that Unamuno undertook was a prose translation of Euripides’ 
Medea in 1934. 
                                                          
adaptation or transformation to failure and frustration. Furthermore, in works such as La esfinge, 
Soledad and Raquel encadenada, artistic enterprise is represented simply as a substitute for loss, 
and is denigrated or abandoned by the protagonist; El hermano Juan’s protagonist affirms his 
theatrical vocation till the very end.1F2  
This study will explore further these differences between El hermano Juan and Unamuno’s 
earlier plays, arguing that they are to a large extent attributable to the political circumstances in 
which it was written – Unamuno’s exile in France following his expulsion by Primo de Rivera in 
1924.2F3 It will propose that the play be read as a companion piece to his 1924 essay La agonía del 
cristianismo, whose political dimensions have similarly been underappreciated. Both texts may be 
seen as responses to the Primo de Rivera directory in Spain, and, more broadly, to the growing crisis 
of liberalism across Europe. The study will, further, seek to explore how the play’s politics of religion, 
gender and sexuality might be linked to the national and international political questions with which 
it engages. The approach adopted here does not of course intend to suggest that such circumstantial 
conditions exhaust the play’s significance, but it does argue that the play’s political dimensions merit 
more attention than they have so far received.   
El hermano Juan is, amongst other things, a rewriting of the Don Juan myth, and in order to 
be able to assess the play’s political valences, we need first to place Unamuno’s own Don Juan in a 
wider politico-cultural context. Don Juan had acquired renewed currency in Spain in the first two 
decades of the twentieth century. He been appropriated by intellectuals in multiple and often 
2 To ascribe such differences merely to a difference in genre -- El hermano Juan announces itself as a comedy -- 
would be insufficient as an explanation. It would simply prompt questions about why issues such as gender 
relations, the claims of the past and the possibilities for change, which are treated in a tragic register in most of 
the previous major plays, are here apparently co-opted for the reconciliations and transfigurative potential of 
comedy. This would be no less the case even if El Padre Teófilo’s closing description of the play -- ‘la vieja 
comedia nueva de Don Miguel’ (III. 10; Unamuno 1959: 1190) were amended to ‘la vieja tragicomedia nueva de 
Don Miguel’ in order to allow for the pathos of el Hermano Juan’s death and the pastora’s desolation. 
3 El hermano Juan was written over the period of mid-to-late 1927 and  earlyish 1929 (Zubizarreta: 312; Zavala: 
95) -- that is, when Unamuno had already been in exile in France for at least four years, having settled in 
Hendaye after an initial brief stay in Paris. El hermano Juan did not reach the stage during his exile or after, and 
was eventually published in 1934, along with an extensive prologue by Unamuno. Because the prologue was 
written well into the Second Republic, it is situated in a very different political moment, so will not be considered 
in this study, which focuses on particular conditions of the Primo de Rivera dictatorship. Roberta Johnson offers a 
brief but highly astute reading of some of the contexts pertinent to the prologue in her Gender and Nation in the 
Spanish Modernist Novel (198-204). 
                                                          
conflicting ways to serve as a symbol of nation in the discussion of pressing social and political 
problems. Maeztu (71-106), Pérez de Ayala (1944: 346-390) and Giménez Caballero (1927) used the 
figure of Don Juan to discuss the painful legacy of Spain’s modern history and its new involuntarily 
post-imperial diminution within changing geopolitical conditions across Europe and the Americas; 
Ortega y Gasset (1983: 121-137) made use of Don Juan’s aristocratic status to reflect critically on a 
an increasingly mass society; Giménez Caballero and Marañón (1924) used the question of Don 
Juan’s masculinity to reflect on new roles, norms and challenges in relation to gender and sexuality. 
If Don Juan served as an embodiment of national decadence for Maeztu and Giménez Cabellero, he 
represented an elitist model for its revitalization for Ortega. Creative writers and dramatists added 
yet further to this flurry of early-twentieth-century rewritings of Don Juan, using him in various ways 
primarily to explore changing norms and expectations about gender, sexuality and reproduction. 
When we try and situate Unamuno’s protagonist el Hermano Juan in this broad 
contemporaneous context, we find few affinities with the figures constructed by Pérez de Ayala, 
Maeztu, Marañón or Ortega y Gasset. It is a similar story with the major literary representations: he 
is far removed from the Catholic sentimentalist of Valle Inclán’s Sonata de invierno; given the 
differences between the Don Juan constructed in Máscaras and El hermano Juan, one would not 
expect there to be overlap between the play and Pérez de Ayala’s novel Tigre Juan, o el curandero de 
su honra, and so it proves; nor would one expect similarities with the Alvarez Quinteros’s light-
hearted comedy of manners Don Juan, buena persona. Feal Deibe argues for an affinity between 
Unamuno’s text and Manuel y Antonio Machado’s Don Juan de Mañara in that both Don Juans are 
reformed figures, pursued by a female figure of death (71). Nevertheless, as Feal Deibe himself 
recognises, there are important differences between the two characters, and generally speaking, el 
hermano Juan is one of the most idiosyncratic Don Juans in the canon.3F4      
4 Roberta Johnson sees similarities between El hermano Juan and Azorín’s 1922 novel Don Juan, arguing that 
both texts ‘convert Don Juan into a timeless essence, an existential hero that is quietist and passive rather than 
active and aggressive’ (2003: 142), but this study will argue against such a reading, and will propose that el 
hermano Juan is endowed with historicity and agency, so that the comparison on these grounds is not valid.It is 
                                                          
Nevertheless, and despite these idiosyncrasies, there are allusions to the major pre- 
twentieth-century Don Juans. Of course this is immediately explicable in that el Hermano Juan 
presents himself as a reincarnation of Zorrilla’s Don Juan Tenorio, a character who influenced 
various subsequent Don Juans, within and beyond Spain. But we are not dealing here with a simple 
antiquarian or traditionalist reproduction: each similarity to a recognisable historic Don Juan is 
matched by a dissimilarity with the same figure, at times symmetrical in its reversal. For example, 
like Dumas’s Don Juan de Marana, the protagonist of Unamuno’s play enters a convent, becomes 
Brother Juan and repents of his previous ways; unlike Dumas’s protagonist though, who repents in 
the closing seconds of the play, it seems that Unamuno’s hermano Juan has repented moments 
before the play’s action opens;4F5 el hermano Juan’s 1830s-style garb aligns him with the period in 
which Zorrilla was writing his Don Juan, but el hermano Juan can quote Proudhon, and is familiar 
with cinema and mass-market consumerism (I. 1; 1959: 1056, II. 2; 1134, III. 5; 1157); like el Burlador 
de Sevilla and Zorrilla’s Don Juan Tenorio, he steals the hearts of betrothed maidens; unlike them, he 
returns the young women intact to their suitors. Like Zorrilla’s Don Juan, he abnegates responsibility 
for his actions (II. 1; 1099, 1100);5F6 unlike the nineteenth-century figure, he subsequently takes 
responsibility for them, and makes reparation by reconciling estranged or sundered couples so well 
that he is compared to St Anthony (III. 1; 1959: 1137). As a reincarnation of don Juan Tenorio, he is 
seemingly immortal, but unlike the Burlador de Sevilla or Don Juan Tenorio, he is so aware of being 
pursued by death from the very opening scenes of the play that his motto might as well be ‘tan corto 
me lo fiáis’; like his predecessors, he is quick to react with violence to any challenge to his masculine 
true, as Johnson goes on to argue, that the two figures share the status of ascetic brother Juans, and that both 
are, in part, don Juans constructed in defence against threatening contemporary female figures. Nevertheless, 
there are very few Don Juans of the early twentieth century that are comfortable with assertive women or with 
female equality (143-144), so similarity in this respect is not highly significant. 
5 In the play’s first scene, Inés is responding to a previous call from el hermano Juan that she go to meet him, 
but the audience deduces that the protagonist has already decided that he will not, after all, seduce 
her: the scene opens in medias res, and Inés excalaims ‘ahora que me tienes ya aquí […] ¿me sales 
con esto?’ (I. 1; 1959: 1051).   
6 He even cites Zorrilla’s protagonist, reproducing the following verse from Don Juan Tenorio:  
¡Llamé al cielo y no me oyó 
y pues sus puerta me cierra, 
de mis pasos en la tierra,  
responda el cielo y no yo! (II. 1;  1959: 1113) 
The questions of responsibility and agency will be discussed in more detail below.   
                                                                                                                                                                                    
superiority (I. 2; 1959: 1064), but unlike them, he is capable of subsequently abasing himself 
contritely before those he has attacked, pleading with them to punish him (I. 2; 1959: 1066); 
although he shares the patriarchal lineage of his forebears, he also embraces feminine roles, 
claiming himself the ‘madrino’ and the ’nodrizo’ to the future child of one of the couples he reunites 
(III. 8; 1959: 1167). He wears the aristocratic cloak of previous Don Juans, but is strikingly ignoble in 
some of his actions, attacking adversaries not with a gentlemanly sword, but with his bare hands or a 
bottle lying to hand (II. 3; 1959: 1129). He can be as verbally cruel and callous as Dumas’s, Tirso’s or 
Zorrilla’s Don Juan (II. 2; 1959: 1106), yet he can also be childlike in his vulnerability (I. 5; 1959: 1076, 
I. 6; 1959: 1081). He proclaims Satan as his godfather (III. 9; 1959: 1177, yet violently rejects the 
pastora’s request for a potion that will bring back her errant husband as the work of the devil (III. 5; 
1959: 1150). Like his predecessors he appears to love the limelight; unlike them he also shuns it, 
hiding from the public and those he knows even before he withdraws to the monastery (I. 6; 1959: 
1090, II. 1; 1959: 1103).           In short, he is a plural, composite and contradictory figure. Studies 
such as those by  Ricardo Gullón, Martin Nosick (1949: 270-271) and Pedro Cerezo Galán (741-48), 
that insist on el Hermano Juan’s being a demythologisation or criticism of the traditional Don Juan 
figure disregard this ambivalance completely. In the only reading to date to explore the 
contradictions and oppositions in the character of el hermano Juan in detail, Sarah Wright, who 
explores a possible Kiekegaardian influence on the play, considers the possibility that ‘Brother Juan 
tries to find a third term, a Hegelian “mediation” [between ‘the aesthetic’ and ‘the ethical’ of 
Kierkegaard’s Either/Or], a way out of these binaries, in his reincarnation of a gender neutral 
(“nodrizo”) celibate go-between.’ Yet, she concludes, he is finally unable to escape such binaries 
(128/148). As this study will argues, El hermano Juan is unable to escape the binary oppositions that 
define his character because there is no potential for a Hegelian dialectical aufhebung, even as 
transformed in the Kierkegaardian critique; what we witness in El hermano Juan is the vital but 
painful (and irresolvable) agonism that Unamuno had laid out as constitutive of Christian existence 
in his 1924 essay La agonía del cristianismo. It is this essay, rather than the Don Juan of 
Kierkegaard’s text, which gives us a better understanding of el hermano Juan, and it also helps us 
appreciate the political dimensions of the play.   
In the prologue to the Spanish edition of La agonía del cristianismo, written six years after 
the essay was first published in France, Unamuno notes that ‘esta obrita reproduce [...] mucho de lo 
que había expuesto en mi obra Del sentimiento trágico de la vida’ (1984: 8). José Luis Aranguren 
(197), Martin Nosick (1982: 66) and Pedro Cerezo Galán (650) have taken these words too much at 
face value, proposing that La agonía del cristianismo reproduces the arguments of the earlier text. 
But there are significant differences: La agonía del cristianismo gives much greater consideration to 
the interaction of gender, faith and existence, contrasting notably with the abstract and 
universalised ‘hombre de carne y hueso’ of Del sentimiento trágico de la vida.6F7 Further, in its 
insistent representation of Christianity as a series of struggles and contradictions, present from 
inception, La agonía del cristianismo places much more marked emphasis on the fundamental binary 
opposition between the individuality and incommunicability of each Christian’s relation to God and 
his or her existence as a social being than did Del sentimiento trágico de la vida. And from this 
central opposition, the essay suggests, flow a series of others: the universalism of the singular 
individual’s relation to God versus the location of Christian civilization within bounded territories 
and nations; the Christian indifference to secular history versus its development within such 
historical contingency; the Judaic promise of the individual resurrection of the flesh versus the 
Hellenic neo-Platonism of the immortality of the soul which, together, contradictorily make up 
Christian eschatology; a reverence for chastity as purity versus the need to procreate; the word of 
God as animating pneuma of the first man versus an ossified written doctrine disseminated to the 
masses; faith as passive receptiveness and grace -- here gendered as feminine -- versus an 
evangelism which, when combined with a will to believe and at its most aggressive, manifests itself 
as bloody crusade -- the violent imposition of Christianity on others.  
7 Unamuno insists that his ‘hombre de carne y hueso’ is a figure that counters the disembodied abstraction of the 
Cartesian cogito, but the concreteness of Unamuno’s own construction is little more than rhetorical: embodiment 
or materiality is not explored in any detail, and it is telling that the formulation itself has a biblical derivation.  
                                                          
Some of the agonisms, or ‘intimate contradictions’ structuring Christian civilisation for 
Unamuno are, mutatis mutandis, also played out in El hermano Juan. El hermano Juan’s status as 
reincarnation of Don Juan speaks to the irreconcilable dualism that, for Unamuno, characterised 
Christian eschatology: el hermano Juan knows that that the immortality of his soul is assured -- he 
will live on, in history, through readers and theatre-goers. But, as Unamuno notes in La agonía del 
cristianismo, this immaterial, social and historical afterlife, is insufficient in the face of bodily 
finitude: ‘él que vive en la historia quiere vivir también en la carne, quiere arraigar la inmortalidad 
del alma en la resurrección de la carne’ (1984: 38). One of the reasons el hermano Juan  insists upon 
the reality of his theatrical existence is that it will be his only assured afterlife: in contrast, as he also 
notes, underneath the boards of the stage his body treads is a ground that will swallow him up once 
he is dead, and there will be no bodily resurrection. Of course this particular agonism is not exclusive 
to La agonía del cristianismo: it is perhaps the core recurrent dilemma of Unamuno’s work as a 
whole. But the ‘androgyny’ of faith, for example, is not a concept that Unamuno discusses in any 
detail before La agonía del cristianismo. In a chapter entitled ‘La virilidad de la fe’, Unamuno 
criticises Hyacinthe’s Loyson’s equation of religious doubt with a lack of virility, insisting that a truly 
virile faith must actually incorporate qualities that he genders as feminine:  
La fe es pasiva, feminina, hija de la gracia y no activa, masculina y producida 
por el libre albedrío.   
La fe verdaderamente viva [...] es una voluntad de saber que cambia en querer 
amar, una voluntad de comprender que se hace comprensión de voluntad, y 
no unas ganas de creer que acaban por virilidad en la nada. Y todo esto en 
agonía, en lucha.  
La virilidad, la voluntad, las ganas; la fe, la feminidad, la mujer. […] La virilidad 
sola es estéril (1984: 70-71). 
This agonistic androgyny is present in El hermano Juan, where Juan’s previous sterile 
hypermasculinity is replaced, in the monastery, with a – paradoxically -- more fertile androgyny (III. 8; 
1959: 1167). And there are other agonisms in El hermano Juan that echo those that La agonía del 
cristianismo lays out as constitutive of Christian civilisation; as noted above, el hermano Juan is 
represented as both of his time and as out of joint with it; he has a public, social existence but is also 
a solitary character; the very genre of El hermano Juan as published work of drama combines the 
animating pneuma of the actors’ speeches and the deadening fixity of the written text, echoing the 
struggle between ‘verbo’ and ‘letra’ to which Unamuno devotes an entire chapter in La agonía del 
Cristianismo.7F8  
Other aspects of El hermano Juan echo La agonía del cristianismo in a different way. It is a 
truism that in the conceptualisation of binary oppositions, one term is always favoured or privileged 
over the other, and La agonía del cristianismo is no exception. In its modelling of the constitutive 
agonisms of Christian civilization, it privileges the solitary individual and his or her singular relation 
to God as lying at the absolute core of Christianity, even though the individual must also exist and 
develop in society; it also strongly emphasises and privileges the universal nature of Christianity over 
its nationally particular institutions. El hermano Juan also valorizes the universal over the national: 
unlike his predecessor Don Juan Tenorio, el hermano Juan occupies no recognisable geographical or 
cultural ground, and must be one of the least nationally-specific Don Juans ever created. Now, it is 
true that, in this sense, el hermano Juan resembles Unamuno’s other literary characters since Paz en 
la guerra and so El hermano Juan’s continuation of this trend should not necessarily be endowed 
with any special significance.  But the play is unusual -- both in relation to Unamuno’s previous work 
and to other Don Juan works -- in the international range of its many intertextual allusions.8F9 El 
hermano Juan invokes the spectre of Goethe’s Faust, suggesting him as another one of his 
predecessors (I. 6; 1959: 1082-3, III. 1; 1959: 1147). Franco (252-3), and Nosick (1982: 135) see 
similarities between el hermano Juan and Hamlet. El hermano Juan also alludes to a whole series of 
8 The epigraph by Kierkegaard with which the published version of the play opens seems to underline 
this agonism: it urges that the play be read aloud, and also stresses the importance of each individual 
reader’s interpretation: Al leer en voz alta recibirás la más fuerte impresión, la de que tienes que 
habértelas contigo mismo y no conmigo, que carezco de autoridad, ni con otros, que te serían 
distracción (1959: 1030). 
9 Given el hermano Juan’s status as a reincarnation of Don Juan Tenorio, references to previous Spanish Don Juans are not 
surprising, and Ricardo Landeira has noted the allusions to Tirso’s, Espronceda’s and Zorrilla’s texts. Beyond the Don Juan 
myth, he notes also the references to the verse of Jorge Manrique and to Cervantes (234), and el Hermano Juan himself 
invokes Rivas’s Don Alvaro o la fuerza del sino (I. 6; 1959: 1085) and Calderón’s La vida es sueño (III. 9; 1959: 1173).  
 
                                                          
his conquests, all literary or mythical heroines: Eva, Elena, Dido, Desdémona, Melibea, Iseo, Emma, 
Mariana, Julieta, Isabel, Carmen, Margarita, Manón, Eloísa (III. 9; 1959: 1180).  
And none of the play’s most prominent intertexts is Spanish: Dante’s Divina Commedia and 
Kierkegaard’s Either/Or. The debt to Dante consists less in the scattered, sometimes semi-explicit 
references – el Hermano Juan mentions at one point that he is ‘faldeando el monte de la vida’ (I. 1; 
1959: 1058), praises Dante’s talent (III. 1; 1959: 1141), and counts a Matilde amongst his conquests -
- than in the obvious thematic or structural parallels between the texts. El hermano Juan is not just a 
repentant figure (a topos of most post eighteenth-century Don Juans); like Dante Aligheri, he 
undertakes an elaborate contrapasso—a repentance symmetrical to the wrongdoing he had 
committed (in this case reconciling the couples he had put asunder as well as taking a vow of 
celibacy), and in this sense, El hermano Juan is much closer to the Divina Commedia than it is the 
Spanish texts of Zorrilla or Espronceda. In its movement from aesthetic immediacy towards ethical 
love, the play also seems to share a structural and thematic similarity with Kierkegaard’s Either/Or, 
as Sarah Wright and Pedro Cerezo Galán (741-48) have argued. Amongst the other non-Spanish texts 
alluded to in the play is the gospel of St Luke (II. 5; 1959: 1125, III. 1; 1959: 1139, III. 3; 1959: 1152). 
Luke is interesting in this context because of the particular emphasis that the author of the gospel – 
commonly also agreed to be the author of Acts – places on the dissemination of the Christian faith, 
beyond Jerusalem ‘to the ends of the earth’ (Acts 1: 8), and its detailing of St Paul’s own 
internationalising, universalising evangelism and sweeping aside of particularisms (Acts 10: 1–11; 
18).  
So the texts that leave the deepest imprint on the play are not the Spanish Don Juan 
forebears -- whose engagement with Christian themes is in fact fairly superficial – but the non-
Spanish texts, whose discussion of, or imaginative engagement with matters of theology or Christian 
ethics is more substantive. The references to Luke reinforce this internationalist Christian current 
running through the play. In this light, we might also note in passing a cosmopolitan valence in the 
play’s very title. I am thinking here less of any possible Shakespearian allusion in the subtitle El 
mundo es teatro – which may have a Calderonian derivation anyway -- but to the substitution of 
‘Hermano’ for ‘Don’. Sarah Wright has suggested this new styling emphasises the religious identity of 
the protagonist (126-27/496-497). It is difficult to disagree with this assessment, but within this 
broad frame, it is worth emphasising also the removal of the nationally-specific hierarchical title for 
a wider, potentially cosmopolitan horizontality of spiritual kinship. We might also contextualise in 
this light el hermano Juan’s self-abasement before Benito after having ignobly attacked him. If we 
see this as a turning away from the protocols associated with an elitist Spanish honour code, there is 
once again a shedding of particularist social identities or labels in favour of a more universal 
Christian ethic. Here we should recall that in La agonía del cristianismo, Unamuno notes pointedly 
that ‘El sentido de […] honor […] no es cristiano sino pagano’ (1984: 135). Finally, we might register a 
further corollary of the text’s apparent cosmopolitanism: in contrast to the traditional Don Juan 
plays, there is a complete absence of any reference to empire. Indeed, el Hermano Juan is a 
decidedly un-conquistador-like figure in all aspects of his life. El hermano Juan is, then, more 
consonant with the character of Christianity proposed in La agonía del cristianismo than with the 
character of any previous Don Juans.   
Also consonant with the character of Christianity proposed in La agonía del cristianismo is 
the nature of El hermano Juan’s profound individualism. Throughout La agonía del cristianismo, 
emphasis is placed on the originary solitude of Christian belief, based on the singular relation of each 
individual to God. The social institutions of Christianity are relegated to a secondary position very far 
behind this primordial individualism, and these qualities are carried through to El hermano Juan. The 
protagonist is a radically solitary character: unlike most other Don Juans, he has no father (or 
mother) in the play, no avuncular protector such as Don Pedro Tenorio in El burlador de Sevilla, nor 
an obliging servant such as Don Giovanni’s Leporello. He has no redeeming female intercessory 
figure such as Don Juan Tenorio’s Inés or Don Juan de Marana’s Marthe (however much Elvira might 
want to assume this mantle in El hermano Juan). Moreover, the monastery of the final act aside, 
institutions and their symbolic representatives are also absent. There is no king, and no convincing 
figure of justice (symbolic or otherwise): Doña Petra, who appears to be the avatar of the ‘convidado 
de piedra’ figure, is clearly unfit to serve such a function. Padre Teófilo is the sole representative of 
institutional Christianity, but he is also a fundamentally solitary figure, confessing to el Hermano 
Juan that he feels he was born already ‘viudo’ (III. 1; 1959: 1148). It is striking that, in the absence of 
institutions or earthly instruments of redemption or justice, el hermano Juan, once again in contrast 
to his predecessors, exercises sole agency in administering his own justice and penitence, and 
indeed it is he who also brings Doña Petra to justice and repentance at the end of the play. Here 
again we might be put in mind of the insistence in La agonía del cristianismo that the individual, non-
social nature of Christianity means that it can have nothing to do with the institutions of justice of 
law: ‘[d]erecho y deber no son sentimientos religiosos sino jurídicos. Lo cristiano es gracia y 
sacrificio’ (1984: 76).9F10   
The most important similarities between La agonía del cristianismo and El hermano Juan 
have a common origin and purpose: both texts were written in exile, and La agonía del cristianismo’s 
representation of Christianity as constitutively agonistic has clear political, circumstantial 
dimensions. Unamuno is quite open about this, claiming in the text’s conclusion that the conditions 
in which the text was written meant that ‘[s]iento a la vez la política elevada a religión y la religión 
elevada a política’ (1984:130). Written in the increasingly polarised political European climate of the 
1920s, La agonía del cristianismo, clearly constructs Christianity as conflictively hybrid in order to 
counter what Unamuno saw as the two greatest threats to the continued existence of European 
civilisation. The first threat was reactionary Catholic and monarchic nationalism (of which the Primo 
de Rivera directory was just one example – Unamuno also criticises the integrist nationalism of 
Charles Maurras); the second threat, in Unamuno’s eyes, was communism. Insisting on the value of 
universalism over nationalism, and on a primordial individualism over corporatism or collectivism, 
10 This is not, though, to argue that el Hermano Juan is to be seen simply as an exemplary Christian figure: that 
would be difficult given the unorthodox nature of his religious belief.  He proclaims, for example, that ‘Creo en 
[Dios] pero no le creo. Es un bromista…’ (II. 2; 1959: 1109). 
                                                          
was part of an obvious tactic to defend and promote a broad, spiritual (but still recognisably 
political) liberalism against what Unamuno perceived as its two most dangerous opponents. The 
insistence on the androgyny of faith in La agonía del cristianismo also has a political valence as a 
counter to the cult of ‘hypervirility’ manifested not just in the new praetorian and fascist politics, but 
also some forms of modern religious militancy such as the Croix de Feu.  
We can see a similar broadly political impulse at work in El hermano Juan. It is possible 
that, for Unamuno, part of the attraction of Don Juan lay precisely in his great trans-European 
resonance. On the frontispiece of the original manuscript of the play, Unamuno had written in pencil 
underneath the title ‘Fundir Don Juan, Don Quijote, Segismundo, Don Álvaro, Fausto, Hamlet’.10F11 This 
note appears to signal a clear desire on Unamuno’s part to insert his own Don Juan into a broader 
tradition, not confined to Spain but embracing Europe too. His invocation of Don Alvaro, who, 
through Verdi’s operatic version, achieved considerable trans-European significance and popularity, 
and the reference to Hamlet is particularly interesting in this context: both Hamlet and Don Alvaro 
are characters trying to free themselves from the yoke of an oppressive legacy, and are characters 
who must struggle against rotten or oppressive institutions.        
But the political dimensions of El hermano Juan are not limited simply to the 
internationalism of the play’s intertextual engagements. Both of its major intertexts, La divina 
commedia (most notably the ‘Purgatorio’ canto) and Kierkegaard’s Either/Or, have a particular 
political charge in addition to their religious, eschatological or existential significance. In particular, 
what seems to be recuperated in El hermano Juan is the emphasis in both texts on the indispensable 
role of individual agency in addressing and rectifying past insufficiency or wrongdoing before 
redemption can occur. It should go with saying that this is not to suggest that Dante’s poetic 
medieval eschatology can be equated or conflated with the modern protestant existentialist ethics 
of Kierkegaard’s writings. But, vast contextual and theological differences aside, it is possible to see 
11 Preserved in the Casa-Museo de Unamuno in Salamanca.    
                                                          
how the texts’ shared emphasis on the possibility of agential rectification and progress might be 
politically useful to Unamuno in his own re-writing of the Don Juan myth.  
As Sarah Wright has carefully and interestingly explored, there is an apparent movement in 
the play from the Kierkegaardian aesthetic to the ethical in el hermano Juan’s turning away from 
serial seduction and towards the advocacy of conjugal love. The presence of the Dantean 
contrapasso in the addressing and rectifying of the past is equally important. It may be that for 
Unamuno’s purposes, these texts constitute a necessary supplement to the Don Juan myth. In the 
majority of the traditional versions, questions about the protagonist’s agency and the reflexive 
rectification and overcoming of the past play a negligible role: in El Burlador de Sevilla, for example, 
Don Juan’s actions are represented less as wilful than as enslavement to caprice or a stubborn 
cleaving to evil. Don Juan is as indifferent to his past as to his future, and any rectification of his 
misdeeds is undertaken not by him but by the king. In Dumas’s Don Juan de Marana, Don Juan’s 
agency is compromised by the good and bad angels that influence his choices. Furthermore, his 
(literally) last-minute repentance leaves no scope for reparation or rectification of his terrible deeds. 
In Zorrilla’s play, the question of agency and reparation is also side-stepped in that it is the workings 
of divine grace, through Inés’s intercession, that determine his eventual fate. Although, unlike el 
Burlador de Sevilla or Zorrilla’s Don Juan Tenorio, el Hermano Juan does not perceive himself as an 
untrammelled agent, insisting instead on the ineluctable theatrical role he must play out, or falling 
into trance-like states, he does nevertheless exercise his free will and rewrite the Don Juan role with 
his reparative decisions and actions. It is here that much of the play’s originality, as well as it political 
significance, lies.  
Furthermore, the denouement of El hermano Juan contrasts notably in this sense with 
previous plays by Unamuno such as El pasado que vuelve, Soledad and the dramatization of Tulio 
Montalbán y Julio Macedo as Sombras de sueño, in which protagonists have been unable to throw 
off the constricting shackles of the past. Writing about the play’s representation of the past, Mary 
Bretz argues that ‘Although El hermano Juan recognizes the force of history, it also underscores the 
possibilities for change embedded in modernity’ (487-488). To be sure, the play underscores the 
capacity for change, but, pace Bretz, such possibilities are connected less with secular modernity 
than with an individual embracing of Christian love (whether through the penitential contrapasso or 
through a Kierkegaardian progression from the aesthetic to the ethical). Given that the reparative 
current in the play is an impulse so notably lacking in the previous dramas, and given that El 
hermano Juan centres on questions such as taking responsibility for the past, and on virtuous, as 
well as vicious masculinity – questions that also constituted an important part of Unamuno’s 
criticism of Primo de Rivera’s regime – it would be difficult to dismiss these aspects of the play as 
having no political significance. 
What emerges from El hermano Juan, then, as it does from La agonía del cristianismo, is an 
apologetics for universalist Christian individualism – a divinised liberalism – precisely at a time when 
liberalism was increasingly inadequate to the moment, out of joint with prevailing political currents. 
If La agonía del cristianismo’s essays rewrite Christianity in defence of a particular vision of European 
civilisation, El hermano Juan rewrites the Don Juan myth in defence of a particular vision of 
European culture. This is not of course to say that El hermano Juan is without a more specific local 
valence also, either in relation to the Primo de Rivera dictatorship, or in relation to the intellectual 
politics of the time in Spain.11F12 Pedro Cerezo Galán has argued that Unamuno’s re-writing of Don 
Quixote in the 1920s produced a ‘conjunción de cristianismo evangélico y civil y ethos 
liberal/libertario’ and argues that this liberal-Christian composite of values is deployed politically 
against the Primo de Rivera Directory (752). El hermano Juan, while certainly a more contradictory 
and complex character, represents a not-dissimilar combination of liberal and Christian qualities (at 
12El hermano Juan may certainly be seen as a counter-figure to other broadly political Don Juans constructed in 
the 1920s. In particular, he is markedly different from Maeztu’s Don Juan, whose individualism is represented as 
nihilistic and selfish, a symptom of a Spain without ideals (174-176), or from Ortega’s Nietzschean vitalist beyond 
good and evil. El hermano Juan’s chastity also contrasts notably with the orientalised, sensual figure created by 
Pérez de Ayala in Máscaras (1944: 246-390), and does not coincide with the pathological figure drawn by 
Marañón (1924: 15-53), nor with Giménez Caballero’s bifurcated individualistic rebel, standing at the crossroads 
between medieval and renaissance attitudes to women and to death. 
                                                          
least as they are defined in La agonía del cristianismo) and is also deployed politically against the 
regime that had exiled Unamuno in 1924.  
Most critics have not attended to this recuperative or revindicative aspect to Unamuno’s 
rewriting of the Don Juan myth, assuming that el hermano Juan is a hostile demythologisation 
because of the well-known criticisms Unamuno had made of the Don Juan figure in earlier essays 
and articles. His hostility had dated from the turn of the century, and in 1907, he had characterised 
Don Juan as an  
estúpido fanfarrón tonto a carta cabal […] si no lo hubiese llevado a tiempo la 
sombra del Comendador, le habríais visto anciano respetable, defendiendo el 
orden, las veneradas tradiciones de nuestros mayores, la libertad bien entendida 
y el ‘pan y catecismo’ y asistiendo piadoso a las solemnidades de su Cofradía 
(1959b: IV, 429).  
 
Although, as Zubizarreta notes (312-313) this animus had mitigated slightly by 1915 when Unamuno 
deemed Don Juan superior to Faust, the hostility returned with full force in 1923. Just after Primo’s 
coup d’état, Unamuno equates those responsible for the putsch directly with the legend of Don 
Juan:  
unos más que adultos señoritos […] sin meollo en la sesera y obsesionados por 
la masculinidad física, por el erotismo de casino, se ponen a jugar a la política 
como podrían ponerse a jugar al tresillo […] me ha hecho sonrojarme un cierto 
manifiesto [del golpe] que huele a las heces de una noche de crápula y cuando 
oigo las voces roncas de disputa entre Don Juan Tenorio y Don Luis que se 
increpan mutuamente (citado en Rabaté: 439) 
  
There are two important points to be made about Unamuno’s representation of the Don 
Juan figure, both of which have been hitherto under-appreciated. Firstly, Don Juan always had a 
political valence for Unamuno. After his equating of Don Juan with the forces of reaction earlier in 
the century, his apparent softening in 1915 has to be seen in the context of the First World War, and 
Unamuno’s circumstantial hostility towards German culture (he supported the Allied Powers): Don 
Juan temporarily became for Unamuno, a relatively less reprehensive figure when set against a 
German villain such as Faust.12F13 Secondly, we should not assume that there is an automatic 
coincidence between Unamuno’s commentary on the traditional Don Juan myth and his imaginative 
appropriation and re-creation of such a figure in a dramatic work. The assumption that Unamuno’s 
hostility towards Don Juan in his essays and journalism perforce translated into a hostile fictional 
recreation leads scholars such as Nosick, Landeira and Cerezo Galán to read El hermano Juan 
erroneously as simply an antipathetic demythologisation of Don Juan. It is more accurate to see the 
play as a détournement than a demythologisation: el hermano Juan is constructed as a character 
imbued with qualities that are diametrically opposed to those Unamuno associated with Primo de 
Rivera and his reactionary regime. If, for Unamuno in the 1923 speech quoted above, Don Juan could 
serve as a metonymic signifier of all that was detestable about the Directory, el Hermano Juan 
served, at least in part, as a form of poetic redress, a counter-metonym of superior values in relation  
the Directory. 
If we read the play in tandem with the articles that Unamuno was writing in the 
clandestine anti-Primo journal Hojas libres, this aspect of El hermano Juan’s characterisation is 
thrown into greater relief. One of the major criticisms that Unamuno makes of Primo and his 
Directory is its distorted and repressive attitude to the past. In an article entitled ‘Psicología del 
tafetán’ in the second issue of the journal, Unamuno refers scathingly to a statement by the dictator 
that ‘la historia debe enseñarse patrióticamente, aunque sea con mentiras’ (Unamuno 1927a: 5). A 
month later, in an article entitled ‘Hablemos al ejercicio’ he decries the regime’s continued 
suppression of the Picasso and Bazán reports into the Annual debacle (Unamuno 1927b: 7) and 
doggedly pursues the subject again in the following issue: in an article entitled ‘¿Borrón y cuenta 
nueva?’ he deplores the regime’s determination to avoid being held to account for its illegitimate 
13 Zubizarreta is an exception in this regard, recognising the political aspect of Unamuno’s softening 
attitude during wartime (312-3). 
                                                          
origins and for the responsibilities that those most closely associated with the regime should bear 
for the events at Annual, making the plea that ‘tenemos que investigar historia y realidades 
concretas presentes [...] ¿Borrón y cuenta nueva? ¡No, no, no, no, no … y no!  (Unamuno 1927c: 2). 
The thematization of the inescapability of the past in El hermano Juan (not just in the protagonist’s 
status as a reincarnation of Don Juan, but also in other characters’ frequent references to his history 
and previous actions), and his rectification of and atonement for his wrongdoing are of course a 
notable reversal of the careless presentism that characterises the traditional Don Juan Tenorio 
figure, whose engagement with the past extends only the as far as a list of his past conquests and 
misdeeds. But his concern for the past, and for addressing injustice, also stand as a rebuke to the 
wilful political amnesia and iniquity of the Primo de Rivera regime. El hermano Juan’s universalism, 
and his lack of conquistador-like possessiveness also form a marked contrast with Primo’s Spain as 
represented in the Hojas libres articles. Unamuno repeatedly uses the journal to criticise the 
Directory’s imperial adventurism in Morocco, and a sympathetic episcopacy’s resignification of venal 
imperialism as modern crusade (see, for example, Unamuno 1927b: 13).  
And el hermano Juan’s eventual embracing of an unaggressive masculinity and spiritual 
androgyny may be read without great difficulty as oppositional to the ultra-virile bellicose discourse 
of the Primo de Rivera regime. We remember that the manifesto of the 1923 coup explicitly 
excluded those who lacked the virility to contribute to its political aims/mission, and Unamuno 
reserved some of his most mordant criticisms for the regime’s exaltation of masculine values.13F14 In 
this context, it would be difficult to argue that the representation of masculinity in El hermano Juan 
could be free of political dimensions. Those critics such as Nosick or Cerezo Galán, who see el 
Hermano Juan as simply lacking virility (Cerezo Galán, 743), or as a ‘half-man’ (Nosick 1949: 270), 
and so therefore as a negative representation of the Don Juan figure miss this wider context. This is 
14 The manifesto notoriously proclaims ‘Este movimiento es de hombres: el que no sienta la masculinidad 
completamente caracterizada que espere en un rincón, sin perturbar los días buenos que para la patria 
preparamos’. ‘Manifiesto de Miguel Primo de Rivera’, La Vanguardia, Barcelona, 13 de septiembre de 1923. In 
addition to the speech cited by above by Rabaté, see also the articles ‘Mi pleito personal’ (1927d), and ‘De nuevo 
lo de las responsabilidades’ (1928) for a criticism of ‘political masculinity’.  
                                                          
not to argue that el hermano Juan should be seen simply as a champion of values oppositional to the 
Directory, but his unusual gender identity is not without a specific political relevance either.       
That said, the politics of androgyny in El hermano Juan is not necessarily limited to a 
specific anti-praetorianism either, and the final part of this article will examine the play’s politics of 
gender and sexuality in a wider social context. So far, the most detailed readings of the 
representation of gender and sexual relations within the play have been undertaken from a primarily 
psychoanalytic perspective. Carlos Feal Deibe reads el hermano Juan’s desire to be both madrino 
and padrino as a fantasy of omnipotence (1984: 58); Sarah Wright broadly coincides with Feal Deibe 
when she proposes that el hermano Juan manifests signs of a failed or incomplete Oedipal process 
(130/150). Both studies are interesting, substantive exegeses, but neither considers the historical 
context of the play; when we shift the focus to include such context, different interpretative 
possibilities emerge in relation to gender and sexuality.  
It hardly needs stating that one of the most striking developments of Western societies in 
the 1920s was the (always fitful and uneven) erosion of hitherto highly-dichotomised theories and 
social practices centred on gender. An increasingly visible incorporation of women into public life, 
whether as workers, students, consumers or campaigners for greater rights for women, together 
with emerging scientific, socio-scientific and political discourses that challenged simple binary or 
dichotomous representations of sexuality and gender transformed the social panorama during this 
decade. Culturally, in some urban centres, there was growing space for the exploration of sexual and 
gender roles and behaviour that blurred rigid differences between men and women, and between 
the relatively newly-conceptualised identities of hetero- and homosexuality. The scope for and 
visibility of such exploration was certainly limited in Salamanca in the early 1920s; it was 
considerably greater in Paris, where Unamuno lived for the first few months of his exile in France.  
Mary Lee Bretz sees el hermano Juan as ‘flaunting a transgendered subjectivity’ and as 
giving birth to a new model and transformed possibilities for gender relations (488). But if we 
explore Unamuno’s representation of material, or lived -- rather than spiritual or politically useful -- 
androgyny, a much more conservative picture emerges, as evidenced by a sonnet that he had 
written in Paris in 1924. The first two quatrains depict a bohemian café on the Boulevard 
Montparnasse:  
Un mariquita aquí, una marimacho  
por allí, los artistas, sus amigas,  
melenas a nivel, acaso ligas  
de todas clases y sombrero gacho. 
Fuman y dan sablazos sin empacho,  
perras y gatos hacen buenas migas,  
comunismo al revés de las hormigas,  
donde son las sin sexo las del sacho.14F15 
In a note accompanying the sonnet, Unamuno explains that ‘Lo malo es que los mariquitas y las 
marimachos no son ni padres ni madres, sino que evitan serlo. No se dedican propiamente a 
procrear’ (1959: XVI, 569). This is hardly celebratory of androgyny as a lived social practice, and 
there seems little possibility here of the positive transformation heralded by Bretz. Indeed, beyond 
its immediately contingent oppositional potential in relation to the Primo de Rivera directory, rather 
than the vanguard of any new social model, el Hermano Juan’s spiritual or disembodied androgyny 
may be seen as part of a wider defensive move in Unamuno’s late work which served ultimately to 
reinforce socio-sexual boundaries between genders rather than blur or erode them.  
 We need to remember that in El hermano Juan (as in La agonía del cristianismo, and the 
later text San Manuel Bueno, mártir) the androgyny is strictly unilateral: it seems that only men need 
be spiritually imbued with feminine qualities (in order, amongst other things, to curb what Unamuno 
sees as the innate aggression and violence of masculinity in the realm of politics, which mar the civic 
15 The sonnet continues thus:  
De aquí Trotzky sacó fe y esperanza,  
soñando el paraíso venidero, 
aunque no vió que en la mundana danza 
 
es Soviet ideal el hormiguero, 
padres y madres viven en la holganza 
atentos a su fin: el criadero. 
 
The gloss to the poem notes: ‘En el hormiguero trabajan las hormigas neutras y los machos y hembras que se 
dedican a procrear’. Sonetos de Fuerteventura, LXXVII (1959b, t. XVI, 569).   
                                                          
virtues of the liberal state).15F16 In contrast, it is not deemed appropriate or necessary for women to 
receive an injection of masculinity in order to be better citizens: indeed, a highly unflattering picture 
of the modern androgynous woman is presented in El Hermano Juan by Antonio: 
Ahora Dalila [...] en vez de cortarle el pelo a su Sansón, se lo corta a sí misma y 
luego va al “foot-ball” a enronquecer como una verdulera salida de madre, o al 
boxeo a gritar—lo he oído—:¡Mátale!, y se hace diputada para hombrearse…(III, 
5; 1959: 1127). 
Although Elvira responds by suggesting that such behaviour is simply women’s reaction to the 
feminisation of men at the time, neither she or any other character defends this modern Dalila.16F17 
The unilateral androgyny that marks out Unamuno’s final works reflects the difficult position that 
the author found himself in relation to the question of gender roles and relations in the late 1920s: if 
he was repulsed by the hypermasculinity of praetorian politics, the new urban models of modern 
femininity were equally distasteful to him. Unilateral androgyny was a tactical device allowing a 
theoretical remodelling of a male political subject fit for an ideal liberal res publica. Pace Bretz, 
Unamunian androgyny has nothing to do with new material or lived possibilities for equality or the 
emancipation of the genders. And pace Johnson, it represents less an attempted subsumption of 
women than a ‘homeopathic’ or apotropaic defence against the ‘new woman’.17F18 
 Cómo se hace una novela and Unamuno’s poetry from 1924 onwards are all clearly and 
profoundly marked by the experience of exile: it should come as no surprise that La agonía del 
16 It is possible that, as Roberta Johnson suggests (201-4), the emphasis in El hermano Juan on spiritual 
androgyny is designed to counter the influential endocrinologist and public intellectual Gregorio Marañón’s 
materialist reading of the Don Juan myth (1924: 15-53). But it may not be just Marañón’s Don Juan that 
Unamuno is countering; it may also be the wider erosion of the concept of gender and sexual difference as a 
binary opposition that Marañon’s theories had elsewhere proposed.  In his 1926 article, ‘Nuevas ideas sobre el 
problema de intersexualidad y sobre la cronología de los sexos’, Marañón had suggested that sexes cannot be 
considered as essentially opposed; each sex carried the other within it, and that once an individual’s reproductive 
phase was over, his or her ‘other’ sex would become increasingly prevalent (1968: 182). Richard Cleminson and 
Francisco Vázquez García discuss Marañón’s position further in their fascinating 2009 article.. Johnson also 
proposes that in El hermano Juan, Unamuno suggests that man should subsume woman (204). That is not quite 
right; as discussed below, what we see is a more selective masculine appropriation of certain qualities coded as 
feminine. 
17 The original manuscript also evokes the (apocryphal) biblical figure of Judith, apparently to justify female 
aggression when it is needed, but Antonio responds ‘fué una mujer también la que hizo degollar al Bautista’ (III. 
5). Unamuno cut this dialogue from the published version, but the associating of violence with the modern 
androgynous woman is interesting in this regard. This model of androgyny was also criticised by female writers of 
the time, but on different grounds: see  Johnson 224-273. 
18 See footnote 14. 
                                                          
cristianismo and El hermano Juan are also marked, even if in an initially less obvious way.18F19 As has 
been indicated, rewriting the Don Juan figure as an ethical individual(ist), together with the text’s 
internationalist currents may be seen as an idiosyncratic attempt to create a Christian liberal Don 
Juan at a time when liberalism was in crisis in Spain, and was buckling under increasing pressure 
elsewhere in Europe. But el Hermano Juan is not entirely idiosyncratic: like the majority of the Don 
Juans created by early twentieth-century writers, the play’s gender politics are fundamentally 
conservative. Ortega observed in 1921 that ‘en los últimos tiempos […] ausente de la tierra natal, 
Don Juan, que fue siempre un vagabundo, vive emigrante en París, en Londres, en Berlín” (1983: 
121); Unamuno, in his own way, also created a homeless  Don Juan, and one whose political 
valences should not be overlooked.   
Julia Biggane 
University of Aberdeen         
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